
Proposal for Evenwood C of E Primary School and St Michael’s C of E Primary School (part of the Five Stones Learning Federation) 
to become Academies and to join 1Excellence Multi Academy Trust 
 
Frequently Asked Questions for all parents/carers, pupils, staff and all stakeholders 
Our school is consulting with our parents, carers, students, staff, trade unions and the local community on the proposals to 
become an academy and 1Excellence Multi Academy Trust. 
 
To learn more about what this will mean for parents, carers, students, staff and the wider community, we have provided over 
the next few pages some frequently asked questions and answers about Academies and Multi Academy Trusts.  
 
Wider information on the Academies programme is available on the Department for Education website at https://www.gov.uk/
government/collections/academy-conversion-process 
 
What is an academy?  
Academies are state schools no longer directly under the control of the Local Authority.  
 
Evenwood C of E Primary School is a Controlled school, currently under the control of the Local Authority. If the school 
becomes an academy they will be able to set the length of a school day and term times, following consultation with parents. 
The decision to admit children to the school would be made by the Governing body and not the Local Authority. The staff 
would become employees of the Academy Trust. 
 
St Michael’s C of E Primary School is a Voluntary Aided (VA) school, and as such the governors are currently the employers of 
the staff, and the school already has the control to make many of the decisions in relation to admissions etc.   
 
Academy status can give schools more freedom to be innovative and creative with the curriculum, timetabling, staffing and 
governance. Academies continue to be inspected by Ofsted and comply with the same rules as other schools on special 
educational needs, exclusions and admissions.  
 
An academy is part of a charitable trust run by a board of Directors.  Academies are rightly expected to work closely with and 
support other local schools, continuing strong relationships that have developed over time for the benefit of all involved.   
There are now over 9,000 academies in the country, including many schools in the north east of England and in the local 
authority.  Originally, underperforming schools were turned into academies to help the school improve rapidly, however in 
2010 the Government extended the opportunity to convert to academy status to all schools that are successful and performing 
well. 
 
What is a Multi Academy Trust (MAT)? 
A MAT is formed when two or more academies legally come together in partnership.  Each school keeps its own name and it is 
possible for other schools and academies to join the Trust in the future.  The partnership ensures that the schools can share 
skills and best practice and make optimum use of resources ensuring best value for money for each school. 
 
Why are the Governing Body and Leadership Team of the school considering Academy status? 
Like many other schools both locally and nationally, our school has looked at the benefits and freedoms Academy status can 
bring and feel it is something we should explore.  
 
We feel now is the right time to develop our school and protect our future.  For the benefit of our staff and pupils we wish to 
be able to ….. work with other partners to ensure best value, not only financially but also academically. We want to provide 
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Some of the key reasons for our decision to consider this proposal are as follows: 

• To shape the provision to meet the future needs of our children, families and communities based on a local and 
collaborative proposal of working together and building on existing good practice  

• We will remain in charge of our own destiny as the government has a goal to encourage all schools to be academies or 
working towards academy status by 2022  

• We are concerned that the Local Authority (LA) capacity is disappearing. Pooling the resources of a number of schools 
means we can re-create or redefine some of these services  

• To develop the expertise of all staff to further improve effectiveness and outcomes for children  

• To generate financial efficiencies to invest back into the classroom for the benefit of the children 

• Access to additional top quality staff, with expertise in areas additional to our own who are sharply focussed on securing 
excellence.  

• Moderation of standards across the partnership of schools to ensure the highest quality provision  

• Greater control over finances and the money due to schools.  

• Educational benefits for students as a result of additional freedoms available to academies in terms of the curriculum we 
offer, and how we prioritise resources.  

• The opportunity to work in close and formalised partnership with other schools and share expertise and services that 
will benefit all of our students and staff.  

• Sharing resources and expertise, allows us to target funding towards improving front line teaching and learning.  

• Joining up provision to remove barriers to learning.  

• Develop our own solutions collaboratively. 
 
What are the potential benefits for our School within a Multi Academy Trust? 
We believe pupils and staff would benefit from the greater opportunities that formal partnership, through the MAT, would 
bring, which include: 

• extending learning opportunities and activities for pupils 

• enriching the curriculum through partnership working and shared resources 

• enabling the sharing of excellent practice in teaching and learning 

• enhancing the professional development of teaching and support staff 

• building mutual support and accountability between the Head Teachers and between the Governors 

• securing cost and resource efficiencies through joint commissioning of services 

• Greater control over our finances and the money due to our school, with support provided from a dedicated central team 
to assist the Business Manager. 

• Sharing resources and expertise across the Trust to allow us to target funding towards improving front line teaching and 
learning and to offer enhanced CPD benefits to staff. 

• Develop our own solutions collaboratively within the Trust 

• The ability to work in close partnership with other schools, and share expertise and services that will benefit all of our 
pupils and staff. 

• Increased support for Governors, being able to tap into a larger knowledge base 
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What changes will Academy status bring? 

• Additional financial and legal responsibilities outlined in the Academies Financial Handbook, which will mainly fall on the 
Academy Trust Board as the accountable body. 

• The Academy Trust would employ our staff rather than the Governing Body. 

• We would be accountable to the Trust for our spending and budgeting plans and our staffing levels would need to 
reflect Trust policy. 

• The Academy Trust would enter into a 125-year lease for the land currently owned by the Local Authority, however, we 
already have responsibility for the cost of maintaining the land and buildings. 

• The Academy Trust would take a greater role in decision making and driving forward change within the School. 

• Additional responsibilities in planning the services previously delivered by the Local Authority – however this is 
happening anyway as a result of changes to Local Authority services. 

 
What things won’t change if the school becomes an academy? 

• The school is not proposing to change its character and will continue to look, feel and be the same as it is now  

• The School Leadership team and Governing Body will continue to run the school daily as they do now, and parents will 
continue to be represented on the Governing Body  

• The name of the school will not change (unless there is a demand to consider doing so during the consultation), and the 
school will not change its admissions policy  

• Children with special needs will continue to receive additional support in the way they do now  

• Our local schools will continue to work very closely together for each other as well as your children, and will be provided 
with more support to help them become even better  

• The multi-academy trust arrangements will share some central services across the schools which will help them be more 
efficient and make sure that funding is focused on teaching, learning and support for children  

• The multi-academy trust will work very closely and co-operatively with local partners, including other schools, 
community groups and organisations, and the local authority. 

 
Why are the Governing Body and Leadership Team of the school considering joining 1Excellence Multi Academy Trust? 
Our school already has strong partnerships with other local schools. We are therefore very interested in models that allow us 
to build on these partnerships, for this reason, we are seeking to join a multi academy trust with like-minded partners. 
 
Joining a MAT will allow us to continue the strong and established partnerships we already have, provide better opportunities 
for our learners and save money by benefitting from economies of scale. We shall continue to build and strengthen our existing 
school partnerships with schools in the local area and outside the MAT.   
 
We have already had extensive discussions with the Senior Leadership of 1Excellence Multi Academy Trust and feel their ethos, 
vision and values are in line with ours and that we could work collaboratively with them in an open and supportive 
environment.  
 
1Excellence consists of two schools, one of which is a C of E school and one which is purely a community school. The majority 
of the Directors of the Trust are C of E but are charged with ensuring that each school who joins the trust maintains their own 
unique characteristics i.e. those with a Christian ethos maintain that and those with a community ethos maintains that. 
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Which other schools are part of 1Excellence Multi Academy Trust? 
The other schools currently within the Trust are: 

• Pentland Primary School, Billingham 

• St Mark’s CofE Primary School, Stockton-on-Tees 
 
How can we find out more about the 1Excellence Multi Academy Trust? 
Further information about the Trust is available on their web-site: 
https://www.1excellence.co.uk/ 
 
How will the Governance Model for the MAT and our School operate? 
1Excellence Multi Academy Trust has a highly skilled Board of Trustees, approved by the Department for Education, made up of 
people with particular skills and expertise to help it run efficiently, effectively and compliantly.   
 
The MAT Board of Trustees has overall responsibility and accountability in law for the performance, site and overall running of 
the Trust and each of the schools.  The Trustees delegate decision making for many functions to Local Governing Bodies and 
Committees.  Our school will have a Local Governing Body, largely made up of existing members of the management 
committee.  The Local Governing Body will continue to ensure that the needs of our school are monitored closely and 
represented at a Trustee level.  Each Head Teacher would still be responsible for running their own school.  
 
How will the children benefit? 
In becoming an academy and joining a MAT we envisage that in many ways the children will not notice any immediate 
difference, they will be in the same uniform, in the same classrooms with the same teaching staff.  However, in time the 
children will perhaps notice changes and improvements in the way that they learn for example and have greater links with each 
school within the Trust. 
 
What will be the impact on staff?  Will the staff stay the same?  

Currently, staff in each school are employed by the Governing Body. After conversion, all staff will be employed by 1Excellence 
Multi Academy Trust. Staff are legally protected to transfer under the same employment terms and conditions, including 
pensions. Staff will be provided with lots of further information on how they are affected. 
 
Being part of the MAT will also provide greater opportunities for career progression and development. We hope staff will 
benefit from opportunities to work together on a range of teaching, learning, curriculum and pupil support projects.  
 
The process of conversion assumes ‘as is’ for staff and that they continue to teach the same classes as previously.  It will 
continue to be the Headteachers decision how to run the school on a day-to-day basis and this involves making decisions about 
class structures and teachers. 
 
What will happen to the Christian ethos of the school? 
Our Governing Body’s priority remains to enable the school to continue to provide an excellent Christian education for our 
children, whilst continuing to be at the heart of our community.  We are working closely with the Diocesan Boards of Education 
for the Church of England Dioceses of Durham and Newcastle and will ensure they are consulted and engaged fully throughout.   
 
Within the existing 1Excellence Multi Academy Trust, St Mark’s CofE Primary School is a school with a religious designation and 
we have confirmed that the Trust are happy to support the vision and ethos we have within our existing schools.  
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Does becoming an academy change the relationship with local schools and the community?  
No. Academy funding agreements state that they must ensure that the school will be at the heart of its community, 
collaborating and sharing facilities and expertise with other local schools and the wider community. 
 
Would the school have to change its name, logo or uniform?  

No, the school will not be changing its name, uniform or logo.   
 
Will the times of the school day and holidays change? 
We have no plans to change the times of the school day or the terms dates.  Any future changes would be subject to extensive 
consultation with parents and carers. 
 
Are academies still accountable for their performance and are performance targets set? 
Like all schools, academies are in the first instance accountable to the learners they serve and their respective parents / carers. 
Academies still have to meet government performance targets concerning progress of all children across all key stages, and will 
still be inspected by Ofsted. Although Academies can innovate and change the curriculum, they still must ensure students leave 
having achieved their full potential across a broad and balanced range of subjects. 
 
What services would remain under the control of the Local Authority? 
The Local Authority would still have responsibility for a number of services including: 

• Home to school transport 

• Assessing learners’ needs (SEN) 

• Coordinating school admissions 
 
Does it mean more money? 
Academies are funded in a similar way to other schools, the academy will have a similar budget to that of its predecessor 
maintained school with funding calculated on a like-for-like basis with local authority schools.  However, becoming an academy 
would open up additional capital funding opportunities for us to explore. Joining a MAT will allow us greater freedom to 
procure services jointly with other schools in the Trust and the academy will be able to make more efficient use of resources to 
achieve savings which can be used to support areas such as school improvement. Like other schools, an academy cannot run at 
a loss or agree a deficit budget, i.e. it has to break-even.  
 
How will the school be accountable financially?  
An academy is governed by the rules and regulations for charitable trusts, e.g. we will be required to produce and file accounts 
and trustees cannot be paid. There will be robust systems with an audit conducted by an external independent auditor.  
 
How does academy status affect SEN funding?  
SEN funding will continue to be funded at the same level as non-academy schools. Funding allocated to a named child would 
continue to be funded directly by the local authority. 
 
Does it cost to become an academy?  
Yes. There are legal and projects costs associated with becoming an academy. The government gives each converting academy 
£25,000 per school to contribute towards these costs. 
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What is the process to become a multi academy trust?  

The Governing Body has agreed to consult on the proposals with parents, carers, pupils, staff, unions and the wider community. 
 
When the consultation period is over, the Governing Body will consider the feedback received.  They will then decide whether 
or not to proceed with the proposal to become an academy and join a MAT.  If the decision from the governing body is to go 
ahead an application will be considered by the Department for Education and the Diocese, with the ambition of receiving 
approval to proceed.  In the summer term more detailed and formal consultation will be undertaken with Staff and the internal 
processes required for forming an academy and joining a MAT would be undertaken.  In the autumn term the legal formation 
of the academy would be completed including the completion of an agreement with the Secretary of State,.  At this stage we 
believe the academy could be established during the autumn term 2021. 
 
Have can I express my views?  
Please complete the response form provided with the consultation letter or email us your questions at 
bishopmiddleham@durhamlearning.net  
 
Please ensure all responses are submitted by 3pm on Friday 26th March 2021. 
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